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APPLEWORKS

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TDPIC TYPE RE2.SOFTWARE
AP 4-12 Varies DEM None

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 128K Apple IIe or Ilc, two disk driven, monitor,
printer (optional)

SOFTWAkE DESCRIPTION: Includes one disk with the AppleWorks start-up
programs on one ide and the AppleWorks Programs on the other, a tutorial
disk and a disk containing sample data. The AppleWorks program consists
of integrated word processing, database management and spreadsheet
components.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: Includes a 140-page Tutorial Manual, 319-page
Reference Manual (32 pages pertain to the database ccmponent) and a Quick
Reference Card.

COMMENTS:

The database is extremely flexible; it allows addition of new fields,
renaming fields, and changing field locations on the screen after the
database has been created.

The size of a file is limited by the number of characters which will
fit into the internal memory of the machine, about 10K for a 641(
Apple and 51K for a 128K Apple.

The integration with spreadsheet and word processing makes AppleWorxs
very useful. Being able to move information from the database into a
word processing document or spreadsheet enhances a database activity.



BANK STREET mom FILO

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTwARE
Sunburst $99.00 AP 4-12 Varies DEM None

SYSTEM REQUIREMENIS: 64K Apple II+, IIe or IIc, one or two disk drives,
extended 00-column card (required for I20K version), printer (optional)

SOFIWARE DESCR/PTION: Includes a Bank Street School Filer disk
containing the database management software, a back-up disk, a tutorial
disks a classrocm tcols disk containing file management utility programs
and a swhool database disk with sample files.

SUPPLIMENTARY MATERIALS: Includes& I67-page Teacher's Ouid2, a 112 -page
Reference Manual, and a Quick Reference Card. The Teacher's Guide
includes a teacher tutorial which corresponds to sane of the ample
files, seven lessons on how to introduce students to file management,
three student activities, a section on how to organize for the
instructional use of file managers, a list of additional curriculum ideas
and reproducible worksheets for 29 classrocm activities.

COIG4ENTS

The number of records a file may have is limited toe maximum of 256
records on a 64K Apple II o: 5I2 records on a 120K Apple n. The
actual capacity of a file is likely to be less than these figures.
It will depend on the amount of information contained in each record.

/ncIudes an easy-to-follow tutorial.
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FILLVISION

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REO.SOFTWARE

Telos $70.00 mC 7-16 Varies DBM Norse

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Apple MacIntosh

SOFTWARE DESCRIMON: Includes one 3.5 inch diskette containing the
database management software and two sample files. One sample file,

entitled MAP, displays a map of the 48 states and contains records of
imformation about each otate and fictitious field offices in various

states. The other sample file contains the inventory of a fictitious
wine cellar. FileViston makes use of the graphics capabilities of the
Macintosh by associating each record with a visual image an the screen.
The results of searches are demonstrated by highlighting the associated

image. For example, the MAP database could be searched for all states
entering the union after 1893. Those states identified by the search
uvuld be highlighted on the map. A graphics utility is available for
creating drawings.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAIS: Includes a 154-page manual containing program

operatimq instructions.

C0194EN :

Itm object is an image created using the computer graphics feature.
Each object is then associated with a data record. Data records may
b. ome of up to 16 types, each type containing up to 30 fields.

The pmgram is very easy to learn to use. It makes excellent use of

graphics to display the results of a search.

The pmgram does not perform calculations.

Telos Software sponsors a public domain library of FileVision
databases and templates, some of which are appropriate for
education. Contact Telos Software for more information (see Producer
List).

Much of the educational use of FileVision is going on at the
postsecondary level. Interesting applications of FileVision can be
found at Mississippi State College of Veterinary Medicine, University

of Utah Center for Archaeology, Northwestern University, University
of Washington Center for Social Science, Portland State University,
University of Oregon and San Francisco State University, to name a
few.

3
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rummy FILER

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Grolier $54.95 AP CO IB 4-12 Varies DBM DOS 2.0 for D314

SYST84 PEQUIRDIENIBt 64X Apple 11 family, one disk drive and printer

interface in slot 61. Ooswodore 64 or 128 with one disk drive. 128K D3W

PC, XT or PCjr with one disk drive.

SOPS/ARE DESCUPTIONs Includes one disk and one back-up disk containing
the database management software, an introduction to database man:gement,
a tutorial on how to use Friendly Filer, and a ample data file
containing information on twenty animals.

SUPPLEPIEBITARY MATER/A/Ss Includes a 24-page User's Guide and a 16-page

Instructor's Guide. The Usex's Guide provides background information,
program operating instructions and suggested applications. The
Instructor's Guide includes learning objectives, teacher's instructions

and suggested classroom activities.

03SVNTS:

Because Friendly Filer is very easy to use, it makes an excellent
introductory database package

The tutorials and sample f.lata files are a very nice feature but the
tutorials are slow moving .

The major weakness of this package is that it only allows for sw,:en
fields per record

4
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MECC DATAQUEST: TIM mown

PRODUCER COST HARMARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE RE

MECC 849.00 AP 5-12 DEN

I .SOEIWARE
None

SYSTEM REQDIREMENIS: 648 Apple II+, IIe or IIc with one disk drive,
sonitor and printer (optional). 128R required for authoring with the
caaposer. Databases created using the caaposer will run on 64K mactkines.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Includes one disk, one backup disk and a manual.
This is a teacher utility that produces database disks. It enables the
user to create and edit databases containing any type of information. It

is possible to search, sort, format and print reports containing database
information.

SIPPLIMENTARY MATEMAIS: Includes an 85-page Teacher's Manual including
explanation of the program, the database disk, student activities, Quick
Reference Card and student handouts.

COMMENTS:

Each database disk can contain a maxistia of 254 records, with up to
64 categories. A category can contain up to 54 entries

Once the database is created, you do not need the program to use it

Information may not be edited nor added using the data file disk
alone

5 8
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SCHOLASTIC PPS:PILE
SCHOLASTIC PPS:REPORT

PRODWER CDs? HARDIARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ. SOFIWARE

Scholastic see below AP IB 7-12 Varies DIN DOS for IBM

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K cc 128K Apple Ile or IIc, one disk drive,
monitcc and printer. Versions are available for both Apple DUS 3.3 and
PRODOS. If PPS:report and/Cc graph are used, two disk drives are
required. 128K IBM PC with one disk drive monitor and printer.

COST: PFS:file --$ 99.95, PPE:file lab pack - -8185.00
PPS:report-8134.95, PPS:report lab pack --$185.00

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Each regular package includes one program disk, a
back-up disk and a learning activities disk c5ntainire swine files. Lab
Packs include five program disks and five learAing activities disks.
ITS:file is required in order to use PFS:report.

SUPPLEMENTARY MitTERIALS: PFS:Eile includes one manual containing
detailed operating instruCtions and teaching guide outlining fourteen
learning activities using the program and sample data files. PPS:report
includes One manual containing a teaching guide and learning activities.
Both include a Reference Guide, Quick Reference Card, Glossary and
Troubleshooting Instructions.

COMMENTS:

The maximum number of records is limited to the space available on
one data disk. A typical file of ten fields would hold around 400 or
SOO records on the Apple, or around 1400 on an IBM depending upon the
length of the fields,

PPS:graph from Software Publishing Corporation oc schcaastic
($134.95), enables the user to quickly construct line, bar or pie
charts from the data stored On a PPS:file data disk.

The PPS series is generally easy to learn and use. The supplementary
materials are very complete.

The package provides a means of mcdifying a file once data has been
entered; however, the process takes a long time to complete
particularly if the file is large.

6 9
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ANIMAL LIFE DATABASES

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE RE TW9280FARE
Sunburst 859.00 AP 4-8 Animals Data Bank Street

School Filer

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K Apple IIe/IIc/II+, Commodore 64 or 128.
Printer optional.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Includes one disk and a Teacher's Guide. A
collection of seven databases which may be used independently. The fftlit

file, "Animals," lista data for 60 animals. Two other files, "Warm" and
"Cold," divide the animal file between warm-blooded and cold-blooded
animals. Other files include "Books," "Gloasary" (51 terns used in these
databases), and "Pets" (18 records). Students can ad records to these
files. The seventh file, "Lab," allows students to research and analyze
an experiment on the eating habits of land snails. These databases are
designed to be used with the Bank Street School Filer. Written for the
junior high student, they are easily adapted to be uszd with fourth grade
through senior high school.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: In the 112-page Teacher's Guide there is a
section Zor each of the seven database files which includes teacher
instructions, description on database and animals covered, sample
records, student activity sheets and answer key.

PRODUCER POLICIES: Free 30-day trial, plus lifetime replacement
warranty. Not copy protected, producer expects data files to be copied
for classroom use. A 10-aisx lab pack (plus teacher's vide) is
available for $177.

COMMENTS:

Assumes students have a basic un rstanding of how to use bank Street
School Filer.
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APPLEWORKS DATABASES: CLIMATE AND WEATHER

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Scholaotic $79.95 AP 7-12 Weather Data AppleWorks
Climate

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 128K Apple IIe/IIc, monitor, printer

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Three disks, a backup for each, and teachersa
guide. TVo learning units, based on two complete databases, "Weather"
and "Local Climate" may be used independently of each other. Students
become reaearchers using real data from the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration. Seventy-seven locationa are teatured,
covering a wide variety of land areas in the United States. Students may
also create their own database. For example, tudents may research a
specific locale, which could be compared to another land area. Using the
database and spreadsheet tools of AppleWorka, atudents test their own
hypothesea concerning relationships of various geographic feature* (e.g.,
latitude, longitude, altitude, bodies of water, mountains) to climate and
weather (e.g., percipitation, relative humidity, cloud cover, wind,
barometric presaure and temperature). There ia an optional eneralized
lab experiment template vhich may be adapted to various grade levels.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: There are two teaching guides, one on Weather
and one on'Local Climate, both of which include teacher instructions, lab
repert outlines, lesson plans, atudent handouts, acope and sequence
charts, and other materials needed to manage the learning activities.
Also included for both units are AppleWorks Instructional Modules (AIMS)
which are self-study, hands-on instructions that teach the AppleWorks
skills needed to support the learning activities.

PRODUCER POLICIES: 30-day preview. 60-day warranty; the following ten
months require a $10 replacement fee.

COMMENTS:

Support materials guide the teacher and student through AppleWorks,

however, it would be to the teacher's advantage to know AppleWorks.

Wits also make use of the AppleWorks spreadsheet.



PRODUCER

MECC $49.00 AP 6-12 Science Data AppleWorks or
Dataquest
Obmposer

MST

DATABASES EN THE:CLASSROOM: SCIENCE

BARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWART.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64E Aple IIe/IIc, SO column display card

SOF1WARE DESCRIPTION: Cme disk, backup and teacher's manual. Data fi1es
in numerous subjects, including four in science. °Elements" has
information on 105 elements, described with symbol, atamic number and
t'eigim, density, group, state, melting and boiling points, radioactivity,
and year eiscovered. °Mammals" lists 140 animals, giving the infraclass,
ord4r, famdly, genus and species. There are tvo other databases,
'Cremturee ami "Parasites.'

SUPPLEMENTARY MiliTERIAM: A 103-page Teacher's Guide to using databases
with AppleWorks or Dataquest Composer, suggested lesson plans, student
activity pages using science topics.

PRODUCER'S POLICIES: Lab kits are available for $89 (five disks and a
teacher's manual).

COMMENTS:

Perhaps best used in a contained classrocm where the teacher wants to
work on databases in general. Students could then select a science
topic.

These datafiles come in two versions: one for the AppleWorks DBM and
one for MECC's DataQuest Composer.

9 1 2



ENDANGERED SPECIES DATABASES

PROPUCER COST HARDWARE LEWL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Sunburst $59.00 AP CO 4-P Endangered Data Bank Street
Spieces School Filer

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K Apple II+/IIe/IIc, Commodore 64 or 128.
Printer optional.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Includes one disk and a Teacher's Guide. Six
files inlcude "Mammals" (44 records listed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service under the United States Endangered Species Act); "Critical" (40
records of ome of the most endangered special); "Extinct" (202 records
of extinct birds, mammals, reptiles and amphibians) and "Glossary" (48
terms used in these databases). "Books" contains 35 b0As about
endangered animals and students are encouraged to add fiction and
nonfiction. The sixth file, "Local," allows students to enter records of
local threatened or endangered animals. Printed material includes ways
to locate data for this file. These databases, while wTitten for junior
high level, may be easily adapted for use in grades 4-12.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: In the comprehensive 89-page Teacher's Guide,
there is a section tor each of the six database files which includes
teacher instructions, ways to get started, reasons for endangerment,
description of database, sample record, student activity sheets and
answer key.

PUODUCER POLICIES: Free 30-day trial, plus lifetime replacement
warranty. Not copy protected, producer expects data dfiles to be copied
for classroom use. A 10-disk lab pack (plus teacher's guide) is
available for teachers convenience ($177).

COMMENTS:

Students should have a basic understandimi, of how to use Bank Street
School Filer.



LIFE SCIENCE DATABASES FOR PFS :FILE

PRODUCER COST MARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Scholastic $99.95 AP IB 6-12 Life Data PPS :f ile

Science (PPS:report)

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K Apple IIe/IIc; 128K IBM PC/PCjr. Monitor, disk

drive, printer.

SOFIWARE DiSCRIMON: Two disks, plus backups and teacher's handbook.
Allows students to study relationships among the characteristics and
emviromsents of living organisms. There are three independent f nen-
°Bird Migration° includes over 230 birds and information on their
migratory status, arrival and departure dates, habitats, and major food

sources. The file is designed so students can later add data on birds
that are found throughout the year in their local area. 'Animals* covers
such attributes as trophic level, weight, blood pressure, heart rate,
habitat, and biome of over 130 animals from the duck-billed platypus to

the blue whale. Students may investigate the attributes of particular
animals as well as relationships among those attributes. "Animal
Biological Systems° is a file of over 90 animals with descriptions of 10
different systems for each including skeletal, nervous, circulatory,

sensory and endocrine systems. It also contains other information such
as the phylum, class and system organization level. Each data file has a
supplementary printed unit of eight to ten activities which allow for a
wide range of grade and skill levels. Each unit begins with activities
suitable for a sixth grader, then progresses to the more difficult. In

the teacher's handbook, two other units are described which help students
create original files. For these, students must research information.
In °Mild Flowers' students learn how to use key words to categorize in a

database. The second unit, 'Drugs," focuses on the effects of legal and
illegal drugs in the body. Each unit includes one file design (on
paper), a unit containing eight activities that teach students how to
construct the file, teaching materials, including activity-by-activity
lesson plan charts. In all units, students may conduct research
projects, organize information, levelop and test hypotheses.

SUPPLEMMARY PATERIA/S: A 285-page comprehensive User's Handbook
includes teaching guide, quick guide (for using 12PS:file) , curriculum
activity units, templates and glossary for each separate Curriculum
Database. Also included is a mini reference for PPS:file and report.
The teaching guide includes classroom and software management tips,
teaching tips, content overview, and scope and sequence charts.

PRODUCER POLICIES: 30-day preview. 60-day warranty; the following ten
months require a $10 replacement fee.
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Life Sciences Database (cont)

EVALUATIONS:

1. Recomnended. More motivating approach to teaching science than
traditional methods . lbccellent teacher documentation. Databases are
re latively small (apFox. 70 records each). Requires purchase of
PPS:file and PPS:report, if not already available. Concepts simpler
than stated grade level. Evaluations: Microware. British Colcsobia
Educational Media Center, march 1986.

2. Recanmended as desirable. Extensive manual, lesson plans and
worksheets. Manual provides thorough introduction to using
databases. Covers range of activities from using, to modifying, to
creating files; many suggested questions and activities. Some data
are questionable. Technology in the Curricults: Science Resource
Guide. California State Department of Education, 1986.

COMMENTS:

The producer suggests els teacher have an understanding of
computerized information handling, and a working knowledge of
PPS:file before introducing to a class.

It is a good idea to begin with one of the three data tiles before
having the class create their own.

Extensive teacher supplementary material supports all levels of
database use--including designing, creating, and updating or
codify ing .

The data files are very large and searches can take a long time.

The files are unprotected and it is easy to change the data without
intending to.



PEIBICAL SCIENCE DATABASES TOR PPS:PILE

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Scholastic 899.95 AP /B 6-12 Physical Data PPS: file
Science (PPS: report)

SYSIEM REQUIREMENTS: 64R Apple IIe/IIcm 128R IBM PC/PCjr. Printer.

SCIIWARE DESCRIPTION: Two disks, plus backups amd teacher's handbook.

There are three data files. *Chemical Elements* includes data on over 75
elements listing properties such as those in a periodic table, plus data

such as the thermal and electrical conductivity. Common Substances'
investigates the properties of over 70 substances from white pine to
natural gas and the relationships among them. The kinds of data include
boiling amd melting points, color, odor, beat content, hardness and

common uses. Students may investigate the properties of particular
substances as well as the relationships among those properties.
*enemical Tests* contains over 50 substances and four tests (flame, acid,
starch, and borax bead) that help identify them. The latter two files
are also designed so that students can add other substances and tests
that are of interest to them. Each data file has a supplemenLary printed
unit of eight to nine activities which allow for a wide range of grade
and skill levels. Uhits begin with activities suitable for a sixth
grader, then progress to the more difficult. In the teacher's handbook,
two other units are described which help students create original files,
*Glues and Adhesives" and *Stains and Solvents.*

SUPPLIMENURY MATERIALS: A 248-page ccmcrehensive User's Handbook
includes teaching guide, quick guide (for using PFS:file), curriculum
activity units, templates and glossary for each curriculum database. /be

teaching guide includes a classroom overview, and scope and sequence
charts.

EVALUATION:

1. Recommended with little or no change. Good program for teachirg how

to use data retrieral capabilities of the computer to analyze and
test hypotheses. The contents of the files are almost identical to
the process. Chemical formulas difficult to read due to lack of
subscripts. Requires close teacher supervision to avoid
contamination of the ciata. MicroSIFT Courseware Evaluation.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, October 1985.

2. Recommended. More motivating appcoach to teaching science than

traditional methods. Excellent teacher dccumentation. Databases are
relatively small (approx. 70 records each). Requires purchase of
PFS:file and PPS:report, if not already avmilable. Marl appropciate
to grades 5-10 than the stated 6-12. Evaluations: Microware.
British Columbia Provisional Educational Media Centre, February 1986.
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EVALMTION (c ont):

3. Recommended as desirable. Extensive manual, lesson plans and
worksheets. Manual provides thorough introduction to using

databases. Covers range of activities from using, to modifying, to
creating files, many suggested questions and activities. Technology
in the Curriculum! Science Resource Guide. California State
Department of Education, 1986.

COMMENTS:

Extensive teacher supplementary material will support all levels of
database useincluding designing, building and updating and
modifying

Tlacher should have a good working knowledge of PPS:file and
PPS:report before introducing to class

The data files are large and searches can take a long time

The files are unprotected and it is easy to change the data without
intending to

14
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PUBLIC MAIN DATA PILES FOR ntrasIoN

PRODUCER COST BARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOPTwARE
Telos $1.SO/file AP Various Various Data FileVision

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Apple Macintosh

SOPTwARE DESCRIPTION: Telos Software Products mintains over 100 public
dcmain data files. Cut of these, at least 13 are databases of interest

to the science teacher. These include such topics ass meiosis, periodic
chart, galaxies, an archaeological dig and an eye diagram. Each record
includes visual information as part of the data. Some files are only
templates ard need more data.

PRODUCER POLICIES: The public domain data files are available to
registered PileVision users.

CONMEN1S:

Contact the producer for a catalog of files and an order form

Purchaser selects only the desired files$ it is not necessary to buy
all



SCIENCE FILES

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTwARE
John Hayes $22.00 AP 7-12 Science Data PileVivion

SYSTEM REMIREMENIS: AppleMacintosh

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Seventeen files created by a science teacher -
full science curricultsa.. Piles include: Astronomy, World Gecqraphy,
Earth's History, Evolution of Earth's Continents, Wind Currents,
Earthquakes, Faults, Volcanoes ard Hot Spots, Periodic Table, Transuranic
Elements, Electrons and Orbits. Periodic Table, for exawle, contains 33
separate fields of irformation for 109 elements. These files also
include maps (for example, global wind belts and ocean currents), and
diagrams (showing electron orbitals). Each file can be expanded and
adapted to the individual's needs. The graphics may be reused in new
files.

PRODWER POLICIES: All requests will be mailed by certified mail the
same day the order is received.



SCIEKE AND NATURE VACS: FRIENDLY FILES

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Grolier $16.95 AP CO IB 3-9 Science Data Friendly Filer
Nature

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 64K Apple IIe/IIc/II+; IBM PC/PCjr/XT, Commodore 64

SOE1WARE DESCRIPTION: One disk and a user's pamphlet. There are two
databases on each side. Side A includes "Manned Spaceflight' which lists
105 maceflights by mission name, country of origin, launch data,
touchdown data, and a notable event from each et the flights. *Since and
Nature Reading Guide' is a database of more than SO books on flowers,

animas, and spaceflight. Includes title, author, date of publication,
publisher, subject, arid reading level. On side Be "Mammals of North
America details approximately 110 mammals including common and
scientific name, the zoological order and family, survival status, head
and body length, and weight. 'Wildflowers of North America" includes the
common and scientific name, the family name, color and shape, height,
habitat, and flowering season for more than 140 wildflowers. A 41adted
amount of information may be added to any of the files,

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: The seven-page resource guide lists questions
you can research in each file. Describes bow to use Friendly Filer in
conjunction with an existing database, and suggests ways to set up files
or a new database.

PRODUCER POLICIES: Free 30-day evaluation period.

COMMENTS:

Recomended for ymnger students it is extremely easy to use, but
also limited in what an older student may wish to explore.

The user may add six more files to Side A and three more files to
Side B. Each file can cont in no more than three fields. If more
fields are needed, fewer files can be create'. For a larger
database, a new disk may be used.

The teacher needs to know how to use Friendly Filer before using the
database.



CLASSIFICATION

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

MCC f29.00 AP IB 6-9 Animals Ded. None

General

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 48K Apple or 128K IBM PC/FCjr. Printer optional.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION: Contains one disk, backup and a 48-page
teacher's guide. Students use a simple database inquiTy system on the
computer to enter, search, and sort data. The lessons relate to animals

in particular, but could be used with other topics dealing with
information, storage, classification and retrieval. Lesson one
classifies animals; lesson two identifies animal attributes; and lesson
three creates and uses database called Classlist, in which stuaents
enter information about themselves.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: Teacher's Manual includes learning objectives
and vocabulary, three detailed lessons, appendices detailing teacher
preparation, masters for handouts and quizzes plus answer keys.

PRODUCER POLICIES: LabKits are available for 889. These include a
manual and five diskettes. Help line-612/481-3660. Unconditional

lifetime gus ..mtee; any materials way be returned within 30 days for a
refund.

COMMENTS:

This program is intended to be used with the printea activities.

EVALUATION:

1. Not recommended for use. Good program for exploring database
organization and function. Very thoTough support activities, masters
tnd worksheets. Data can be created for any content area. Program
does not focus on classification. MicroSIFT Courseware Evaluation.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, May 19b4.
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PRODUCER
Holt

EIDLT SCIENCE PROCESSORS

COST HARDWARE LEVEL Tom TYPE REQ.SOFTwARE
AP 1-6 Science Ded. None

SYSTEM REQUIREMENIE: 126R Apple IIe/IIc. Printer optional.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPIION: Contains one program disk, several data disks, a
User's Manual and siz teacher planning books. Peatures traditional
database functions plus Special built-in tools, such as the ability to
graph. Animals, solar system, food and nutrition, and chemistry are the
topics. Activities could include: Create an animal. Predict the winner
in a race between two &misfile, and check the database to aee who wins.
How much do you weigh on Saturn? Row long would it take you to travel
between MercumY and Mars on a bicycle? What did I just eat (illustration
of nutrient graph inside of stomach outline)? Bow lonc would you have to
sit to burn 100 calories? (Putaisher's description)

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: General user's manual; end f%)r each of the six
grades an activity master book, including teaching plans and reproducible
worksheets.

MIMESIS:

Release scheduled in mid-1987.



XNFORMWEJDN LABORMORX SOPIWARE: LIPE SCIENCE

PRODUCER COST HARDWARE LEVEL TOPIC TYPE REQ.SOFTWARE

Addison- $69.95 AP 7-10 Life Ded. None
Wesley Science

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 128K Apple II series, monitor, printer

SOF1WARE DESCRIPTJDN: This is a database arranged like a card catalog in
a library. It contains over 700 data carde with more than 100
illustrations. The data in this database covers 18 subject areas, such
as cell biology, ecology, buman anatomy, health, heredity,
microorganisms, and plants and animals. The data is presented in three
different ways. One is by "Subjects, which is like a major subject
heading in a card catalog. The sort called "Table of Contents" sort
groups the data according to the lesson topics in the companicm
workbook's table of contents. The data is also presented by "Decks."
The decks are minisubject groupings (like a deck of cards), and stulents
have the option of creating their own decks. The cards can be viewed
directly, or through ont of the previously mentioned filters.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAIE: Accompanying the .software is a 3 o-r.nge
Teacher's Guide and Student Tutorial. These explain the program and tbe
hierarchical structure of the data. Master Search Sheets are guides for
finding data. They are broken into three categories: reteaching,
reinformement and enrichment. Finally, there are direction and answer
sheets for the teacher on each of tbe textbook subject areas.

PRODUCE& POLICIES: Do not duplicate. Also available Lab Packs of 10
disks or an on-site license.

COmmEN1S:

Requires little teadlor supervision

The design of this database is unlike Trost database systems: it is
similar to a library catalog system
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MOWER INFORMATION

Addison-Wesley
2725 sand Bill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025

415/854-0300

Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariana Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014

408/973-3850

D.C. Beath Software
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

800/225-1149

Grolier Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Sherman Turnpike
Danbury, CT 06816

800/858 -88S8

Sunburst Communications
39 Washington Avenue
Pleasantville, NY 10570-9971

80r/431-1934

Telos Software Products
3420 Ocean Park Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90405-3395
213/450-2424
800/554-2469

Bolt, Rinehart and Winston
CBS Educational and Professional Publishing
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

212/872-2000

John Hayes
Colegio Roosevelt
Apartado 247, Miraflores
Lima 18, Peru

Minnesota Educational Computing Corporation
3490 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, MN 55126

612/481-3500

Scholastic Software

2931 East McCarty Street
P.O. Box 5702
Jefferson City, MD 65102

215/505-3000
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